INTRODUCTION

Based near the mountain bearing its name, which in ancient times signified a place for protection, Canik has become a leading firearm manufacturer worldwide in less than a decade. With a background in the manufacturing of high grade components for the aerospace industry, Canik has been able to meticulously develop and produce TP series striker fire, high quality polymer frame pistols. The Canik TP series pistols have proven themselves time and time again in intense accuracy, durability, and reliability tests, and have now become the service pistols of military and law enforcement forces around the globe as well as developing a cult following of civilian firearms enthusiasts.
PROVIDING SECURITY REQUIRES PROFESSIONALITY

In a life-threatening situation, your handgun may be the only factor that stands between life and death. With this in mind, Canik strives to meticulously design and manufacture high-quality and innovative handguns that will best serve our customers, be they military, law enforcement, or civilian, in every possible condition. Our TP series pistols stand as the culmination of all Canik's efforts to provide the best handgun one can rely on in any mission, competition, and home/self defense.

Canik TP series pistols. Superior handguns for life.
HOME & SELF DEFENSE

The TP family of full, compact and subcompact sized pistols chambered in 9 mm (LE preferred caliber), are ideal for home and personal defense uses. The TP series comes standard with features like low recoil, exceptional accuracy, excellent ergonomics, high magazine capacity, and the ability to mount a laser pointer or light under the barrel, and night sights or optics for engagements in dimly lit conditions.
The TP9 Elite Combat is a versatile compact pistol with performance upgraded parts designed by Salient Arms International in an industry-first collaboration. A SAI fluted and nitride-coated match-grade barrel, thread protector, sight set, and mag well have all been added to this firearm to truly make it one of a kind. The compact pistol has a polymer frame, is striker-fired, and has an optics-ready slide with four different interfaces* to accept the market’s most popular reflex sights. An included cocking lever can be mounted to either side of the slide for fast loading. Extensions for the magazine release catch and alternate backstraps are also included to enable an ideal fit. The pistol includes one 15-round magazine and one 18-round magazine with a +3 aluminum extension. Available in 9x19mm, the Combat has a Cerakote-over-Tenifer finish on the slide for long-lasting corrosion resistance. The internal firing control components are nickel plated for smooth operation and high performance. A patented holster, magazine loader, and cleaning kit all come standard in the package.

* TP9 Elite Combat Executive includes 1 optic plate
TP9 ELITE COMBAT Executive (Gold PVD) HG4950-N

 Loaded Chamber Indicator
 Patented Flat Aluminium Trigger
 SAI® Design Sight Set
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 Right Side

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caliber</strong></td>
<td>9 x 19 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barrel Length (mm/inch)</strong></td>
<td>120 mm / 4.72&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frame</strong></td>
<td>Polymer with Metal Inserts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action Type</strong></td>
<td>Single Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firing System</strong></td>
<td>Semi-Auto Striker Fired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety Systems</strong></td>
<td>- Firing Pin Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Trigger Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Picatinny Rail</strong></td>
<td>MIL-STD-1913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The TP9 Elite Combat (HG4617DV-N) and the TP9 Elite Combat Executive (HG4950V-N) are available with Vortex Viper Red Dot.
The TP9 SF Elite model is a medium-sized version of the TP series bearing the magazine capacity of 15 rounds. This model received the title of 'Elite' due to its ambidextrous slide stop, brand new design trigger safety mechanism, Warren brand fiber optic sights, closed striker cover mechanism, and the ergonomically enhanced shortened grip size. Its frame design is modified as compared with previous TP series, thus ensuring a flawless comfortable shooting experience. The trigger reach distance has been shortened on the Elite with an improved design of trigger safety, making this firearm ideal for all types and styles of shooters. The equipped Scott Warren design standard fiber optic fore-sight and blackened rear sight allows for rapid and accurate target transitions. All Elites come standard with a case, holster, a larger backstop, speed loader, and two Mec-Gar branded magazines.
TP9 DA is the solid choice for law enforcement agencies or any shooter who wants a gun in full size with both single and double action trigger mechanisms and the guarantee to deliver performance in the toughest conditions. The TP9 DA features a customizable ergonomic grip using interchangeable backstraps for greater control, comfort, and natural point of aim. The TP Series Pistols are the first polymer frame pistol of Turkish Police Force in service and have been torture tested multiple times with 50,000 rounds utilizing the original components only.
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• Firing Pin Block
• Trigger Safety
The revolutionary TP9 SA Mod.2 is a one of a kind self-defense handgun. The crisp single action trigger that Canik is known worldwide takes this pistol truly to the next level of performance. Interchangeable backstraps and aggressive serrations increase control and comfort. With its loaded chamber indicator and manual decocker/safety lever, TP9 SA Mod.2 is everything you desire in a self-defense handgun. The manual decocker/safety lever mechanism allows for disassembly without a trigger pull.
The smooth-shooting TP9 SF is a breakthrough in ergonomics for special operations use. A smooth single action trigger delivers accuracy and fast follow-up shots. Interchangeable backstraps and aggressive serrations ensure that the sculpted grip meshes comfortably into the operator’s hand for greater control. The TP9 SF model was designed for simplicity by removing the decocker and manual safety.
The TP9 Elite Sub Compact (SC) is the U.S. configuration of the TP9 Sub Elite which is especially customized for U.S. market. The TP9 Elite Sub Compact was developed to be the first sub-compact version of TP Series of pistols with a 3.60” barrel. The TP9 Elite SC offers the same features as the standard models and is designed to be snag-free for better concealment and faster draw. An advanced telescopic spring recoil management system, a double stack set up, front slide serrations, optics ready co-witnessing mount, a reversible IWB/OWB carry holster, 12 round magazine with finger rest, and a 15 round extended magazine all come standard in the case together with a magazine loader and cleaning kit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Caliber (mm/inch)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barrel Length (mm/inch)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Height (mm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Width (mm)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weight (g/lb)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Magazine Capacity</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Ambidextrous Slide Stop**
- **Finger Rest Magazine**
- **Side Changeable Magazine Catch**
- **Striker Status Indicator**
- **Optic Ready with interfaces for Red-Dot Sight**
- **Phosphorus Front Sight & Blackout Tactical Rear Sight**
The TP9 SFx is developed to serve as the premium version of the TP series of pistols. The SFx features a 5.2" barrel, front serrations, extended magazine catch, extended slide stop, a fiber-optic front sight, tightened tolerances, a shortened trigger stroke for increased firing rates, integrated trigger safety, and an optic mount slot to facilitate the mounting of popular Red-Dot optical sights by installing interfaces that also enable cocking lever for smooth loading. The TP9 SFx is a championship caliber race gun at a price the entry level competitor can afford.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Caliber**: 9x19 mm
- **Firing System**: Semi-Auto Striker Fired
- **Frame**: Polymer with Metal Inserts
- **Action Type**: Single Action
- **Barrel Length**: 132 mm / 5.20"
- **Safety Systems**: Firing Pin Block, Trigger Safety
- **Weight**: 845 gr / 28.81oz
- **Magazine**: 20 rounds
- **Overall Length**: 210.5 mm / 8.29"
- **Height**: 145 mm / 5.71"
- **Width**: 35 mm / 1.38"
- **Profile**: Right Side
- **Model**: HG3774G-N
- **Warren® Design Fiber Optic Sight Set**
- **Side Changeable Magazine Catch w/ Three Sizes**
- **Striker Status Indicator**
- **Optic Ready with 4 Interfaces for Red-Dot Profiles**

The TP9 SFx is available with Vortex Viper Red Dot. (HG3774GV-N)
TP9SF ELITE MAGAZINES
- Compatible with the TP9SF Elite and Elite-S
- Caliber - 9mm Luger
- MA595 15 rds. (standard)
- MA594 10 rds.
- MA895 15+3 rds. (Aluminum)
- MA896 15+5 rds. (Aluminum)
- MA897 18 rds. (w/grip extension)
- MA898 20 rds. (w/grip extension)

CANIK REPLACEMENT BARREL
- Cal. 9mm Luger
- Compatible with TP9SF and TP9SA Mod.2
- Tenifer finish
- 4.5" length
- PATP55037

CANIK THREADED BARREL
- Cal. 9mm Luger
- Compatible with TP9SF, TP9SFT and TP9SA Mod.2
- 5" length
- 1/2x28" threaded
- PATP55038

TP9 SERIES MAGAZINES
- Compatible with the TP9SA Mod.2, TP90A, TP9SF, TP9SFL, TP9SF Elite, TP9SF Elite-S, TP9SFx and TP9SFT
- Caliber - 9mm Luger
- MA548 18 rds.
- MA549 10 rds.
- MA550 20 rds.

EXTENDED MAG RELEASE
- TP9SFx style mag release
- Compatible with all TP9 series pistols
- PATP55039

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE
- TP9SFx style slide release
- Compatible with TP9SF, TP9SA, TP9DA, TP9SFL and TP9SFT
- PATP55040

LOW/HIGH STRENGTH RECOIL SPRING PACK
- Compatible with TP9SF Elite, TP9SFx, TP9SF and TP9SA
- PATP55041
SIGHTS (Compatible with all TP9 Series Pistols produced after January 2016)

WARREN TACTICAL FRONT FIBER OPTIC SIGHT SET
- Rear U-notch
- Red and green fiber optic rods
- PATP55032

WARREN TACTICAL FRONT SUPPRESSOR SIGHT SET
- Rear U-notch
- Red and green fiber optic rods
- PATP55033

WARREN TACTICAL FIBER OPTIC FRONT SIGHT
- Red and green fiber optic rods
- PATP55036

WARREN TACTICAL FRONT DOT SIGHT
- White front dot sight
- PATP55035

WARREN TACTICAL THREE DOT SIGHT SET
- Two dot U-notch rear
- White front dot sight
- PATP55034

HOLSTERS

CANIK OWB HOLSTER
- Open muzzle to accommodate the long slides and threaded barrels.
- Allows the pistol to be equipped with standard reflex sights.
- Integrated adjustable retention capability.
- 1.5” Belt loops
- Will not accommodate suppressor sights
- HL111

CANIK IWB ELITE HOLSTER
- Simple tension screw adjustment system.
- Sweat shield and slim profile.
- Adjustable belt clip to easily change to an appendix carry configuration.
- 1.5” Belt Clip
- HL112
*Does not fit full-size or Elite Combat pistols.

CANIK OWB HOLSTER - STREAMLIGHT TLR-1
- Simple tension screw adjustment system.
- Sweat shield and slim profile.
- Adjustable belt clip to easily change to an appendix carry configuration.
- 1.5” Belt Clip
- HL114

FOR ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES, VISIT CENTURYARMS.COM